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1. Own Practice (Research Methods & Approach)

2. Context
3. Extended Case Study: Linda Karshan
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Presentation Notes
Read description of action.









































































2. Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Postmodern impasseUtopian disappointments overshadow potential of a poetic gesture.Forces us to reconsider rather than be visionary. To restore effectiveness, seek capability to create psychic affective spaces.Unstable art history = great opportunity Need a re-evaluation: imaginative ‘becoming’; about the possibility and impossibility of re-writing history. Arguing from a position of weakness and are operating against an amnesiac space.(Montmann, N. (ed.), 2006)



2. Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Ethnographic’ turn: nineties contemporary art, ‘archival aesthetic’,  psycho-geography’  ‘deep mapping’ ,site specificity Relational & Dialogical AestheticsUtopiaCollecting & Archival aesthetics .g. Sean Snyder, Douglas Heubler and Mark Dion. notions of the ‘Loved Object’ Baudrillard  ‘Cultures of Collecting’ by Elsner & Cardinal These psychological interpretations of object and human interactions intimate that objects act as a site for self- narrative and have a role, therefore, in the catharsis of trauma or memory e.g Christian Boltanski, Tracey Emin, Joseph Cornell, Louise Bourgeois. Relational & Dialogical Aesthetics (Kester, Bourriaud and Bishop) socially engaged practice and participation. e.g. Ukeles Mierles and Marina AbramovichRelated to print in respect that print has always been tied up with politics, social and cultural change. In addition it is viewed as a ‘democratic’ medium due to its capacity for reproduction. It is a mode of communication and profoundly linked to identity constructs. Something also in the machinations of print speaks in its repetition to ritual, memory and indeed, obsession. I recognise the psychoanalysis of the collector's manifestation of desire. Ties together the desire for a perceived depth of the past and the seductiveness of the surface in contemporary practice. (Jan Peterson, Jorn Mortenson, Carlos Capelan at Printmaking in the Expanded Field, Oslo)



Being// ‘Lieb’// Embodiment//Ontology

• ‘authentically’ present 
• physically involved/ active engagement/ bodily
• locality or place
• ‘knowing’
• transitional Space (Winnicott) 
• Embodiment (Harraway, 1990; Csordas, 1994)  

– perceptual experience 
– model of presence and engagement in the world
– phenomenology of movement, sensation, metaphor and emotional 

transmutation
– five external senses 
– proprioception 
– inner sense of intuition or sensibility
– “Practice: techniques of the body [swimming, dancing, washing, ritual 

breathing in meditation, posture 
– body is at once tool, agent and object. 

2. Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now what? The power of the iterative and the fragment…’the contemporary age organises a complex interplay of dislocations and relocations, of deterritorialisations and reterritorialisations, of deauratisations and re-auratisations.””Loses old auras and gains new ones. It remains perhaps the same copy, but it becomes different originals. This also shows a postmodern project of reflecting on the repetitive, iterative, reproductive character of the image”(Groy, 2008)



bodily knowing or ‘kinaesthetic awareness’ (Goldberg , 2004)

ability to ‘dislocate knowledge’ [bodily primacy]
‘performing body bites back at the thinking mind’
‘challenges representation’

(Kershaw, 2009)

intuition or performed thinking 
(Stern, 2014)

‘come to know the world primarily through contemplative cognition and 
theoretical reflection but through our ‘handling’ of its materials.’ 

(Heidegger, n.d.)

‘close the gap of our experience in the world and the languages of research’ (Richardson, 2000)

‘incorporate bodily practice and experience into writing [that we] acknowledge the 
subject’s relationality  to other subjects and the world of things’. 

(Brewster, 2009) 

tangible agency
• within  a specific context 
• time contingent: elongating/ performance 'dissolves‘/ 'contribution to the 

conditions.‘

(Brisley, 2014) 

language development: unconscious to conscious mastery (Jürgen et al., 1981).

‘flesh [as] interface between body and world’ (Merleau-Ponty)

• Visual method of recording / Observation/ Replication/ Dissemination/ 
Democratisation/ Modernity/ Industrialisation/ Digital

(Griffiths, 2004,)



2. Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Printmaking & Performance:Authenticity, Truth & The Image The Document vs. The Happening Dissemination & PoliticsInteractivityProcess

https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456683011/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682945/


2. Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern Era: Interdisciplinary & Happenings:Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe & DADA

https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456683019/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682959/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682948/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682948/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682943/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682942/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682938/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682930/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682921/


2. Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LiveProcessActionLabourEnergyBody ‘extensions’

https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682956/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682959/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456682997/
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/498773727456683019/


Jason Urban

2. Context



2. Context



2. Context



Maurice Carlin

2. Context



William Kentridge

2. Context



Ann Hamilton: Paper Chorus

2. Context



Sarah Bodman vs. Kurt Johannessen

2. Context



“Tired Press”: Pilar Nadal

2. Context



“Moveable Type”: Kyle Durrie

2. Context



Chris Dunne and Phil Eastwood

2. Context



Scott Kolbo & Lance Sinnema

2. Context



Sofia Larroca and Ana Wahren Brie: 
“Sa Oficina De Estampas”

2. Context



Nathaniel Stern

2. Context



• "performing images into existence“
(Stern, 2014) 



2. Context



“CMYK Registrated Ontology” 
Film (Dawn to Dusk Screenprinting)

1. Own Practice

Frans Masereel Centrum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The print room acts as the site and, therefore, the subject of discovery and exploration.  The body is ‘registered’ into the site mimicking the print process and over time; a bodily ontology of both the site and the print process unfolds; making visible the cognitive mastery of a discrete process. The body and the print process reflect each other in an iterative cycle as the print-maker enacts on the process and the process in turn enacts on the maker.  The printed outcomes act as a document of the conversation between man and machine; the capacity for error, the clear singularity of each print a counter to the modernist commercial intent for such processes.



Linda Karshan

3.      Extended Case Study: Linda Karshan
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3.      Extended Case Study: Linda Karshan



Linda Karshan: Choreographic Aspect



“printing is understood as 
performative in way that it wasn’t just 

a decade ago.” (Urban, u.k) 



Think of a time when you have engaged in your 
‘practice’
1. New learning experience
2. Repetitive, well-worn habit

What is happening in your body?

How does this affect your understanding, 
knowledge production of yourself, others, the 
world?
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